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“All scenarios are wrong, but
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framework for assessing and
using current climate risk
scenarios within financial
decisions
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In response to a growing awareness of the potential impact of climate change

on financial stability, academics, financial institutions (FIs), central banks and

supervisors (CB&S) have developed a suite of scenarios and analytical tools to

assess forward-looking climate-related financial risks, inform macro-prudential

policies, counterparty risk management and business planning decisions. Climate

scenario analysis brings new challenges vs. traditional scenario analysis by FIs,

particularly given the limitations, uncertainties, and trade-o�s inherent in the

data, models, and methods for such financial risk assessments. We argue that

all scenarios are wrong, but this does not necessarily mean that they cannot be

useful if used and expanded upon with full awareness of the limitations. In this

paper, we analyze those limitations in the context of the specific requirements

by FIs for scenario analysis and propose an approach to scenario construction

and expansion to complement existing scenarios and increase their suitability for

decision making for key financial use cases. Importantly, we argue that current

scenarios are likely closer to the lower end of the range of plausible future risk

for both physical and transition risk. This has implications for both stress testing

and risk management, and business planning. We advocate for harnessing the full

breadth of scenario narratives to avoid the accumulation of systemic risks and our

framework provides an initial step toward this. Finally, we call for FIs, CB&S, and

research institutions to work closely together to develop a more comprehensive

scenario taxonomy to help navigate the implications of material financial risk

under uncertainty.
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1. Introduction

Climate scenario analysis and stress testing are widely
recognized as valuable tools for private and public financial
institutions (FIs), central banks and supervisors (CB&S) to assess
the opportunities and risks presented by physical climate change
and the transition to a low carbon economy (among others, see
ACPR, 2020; CFRF, 2020; NGFS, 2020; Bank of England, 2021;
Baer et al., 2022). Consequently, in recent years, these actors have
developed a suite of scenarios to inform the assessment of forward-
looking climate-related financial risks to inform sector-level
macro-prudential policies, counterparty-level risk management
and business planning decisions.

Scenario analyses are commonly used by FIs to inform risk
management and business planning decisions. Multiple plausible
hypotheses for the future are set up to examine the effects of
a wide range of risk drivers across scenarios (BIS, 2021). This
represents a what-if scenario approach that can derive conditional
estimates under a given hypothesis, rather than aiming to model
and predict future expected risk impacts. Traditional financial risk
management, and in particular stress tests, are usually backward-
looking in the form of designing tail-risk scenarios based on
historical volatilities of macroeconomic and financial market data.
Here, a “stress” situation is created as an exogenous shock to the
system with a given likelihood of occurrence to test the resilience
of FIs and to determine capital requirements (BIS, 2009). Such
a scenario analysis is used to test financial institutions’ portfolios
prominently after the great financial crisis (GFC) and was also
expanded to informmacroprudential supervision to assess financial
system resilience (ESRB, 2020).

Climate scenario analysis is different to traditional approaches
in several ways and this introduces new challenges. Firstly, the
past is not a guide to the future and the transition and extreme
climate physical events manifest through unprecedented changes.
As a result, FIs and CB&S cannot derive a probability distribution
from past shocks and market volatility. The risks that the transition
entail are also more complex than classical financial risk, as beyond
just financial system complexity, it involves socioeconomic and
ecological feedbacks and unprecedented structural changes across
economies which are hard to capture and may be overlooked by
FIs or not yet appropriately priced in (Bolton and Kacperczyk,
2021; Eren et al., 2022). Capturing such complexity is inherently
difficult and exacerbated due to increased difficulty to communicate
between areas of scientific research, such as modelers of IAMs,
climate scientists and financial economists (Fiedler et al., 2021).
Finally, regulatory exercises are pushing FIs to consider longer
timescales and so are pushed in the realm of even deeper
uncertainties. But also, for CB&S that are starting to explore shorter
term time horizons for regulatory setting, elevated uncertainty
represents a risk appetite challenge for micro and macroprudential
regulators, as acknowledged by the Bank of England’s report
on climate-related risks and the regulatory capital frameworks.1

Assessing forward-looking climate-related risks and opportunities

1 https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/prudential-regulation/publication/

2023/report-on-climate-related-risks-and-the-regulatory-capital-

frameworks

hence represents a unique challenge vis-a-vis classic financial
risk management.

Nevertheless, the scale of the climate challenge that lies ahead,
political developments and increased scrutiny from regulators have
now confronted FIs and CB&S to move away from standard
risk management practices to build capabilities around innovative
approaches and solutions that can capture the unprecedented
shocks, interdependencies, and longer time horizons associated
with climate-related financial risk (Annex 1, for example, includes

a summary of the SS3-19 supervisory statement (UK), drawing out

the implications for scenario analyses).
To date, organizations like the Network of Central Banks

and Supervisors for Greening the Financial System (NGFS) have
played a central role in developing the scenarios that many
FIs are beginning to use. Other commonly used scenarios for
climate risk assessment include those of the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and the International Energy
Agency (IEA).2 As a result, so-called integrated assessment
models (IAMs)—augmented with macroeconomic models—have
become the core tool used to produce climate-adjusted economic
pathways.3 Scenarios are created by augmenting IAMs and macro
models that have been proven effectively in modeling economic
relationships and trends based on a variety of socio-economic
assumptions. However, such an augmentation means that these
models are less straight forward to interpret and increased
complexity may not necessarily be transparently conveyed outside
of the scientific community. Further, this may have resulted in
a bias to generate climate scenarios in an integrated way that is
not necessarily adequate to capture the shock-based logic used
for certain financial risk use cases. Yet, available scenarios remain
too simplistic to capture the true complexity of climate change
and the net-zero transition. Critically, IAMs have not yet allowed
to represent frictions, tipping-points and amplification dynamics
beyond the smooth changes in trends that are reflected based on
socio-economic and climatic optimization paths (Stern et al., 2021).

It is important to recognize that current IPCC and IAM-
based scenarios were fundamentally not built for financial scenario
analysis; they were built to inform climate policy. They were
designed to explore the implications of different policy decisions,
but not to stress test. Generally, it has been argued that there
is a growing disconnect between specific scenario features and
the requirements of private and public financial institutions
(FIs) to inform financial decisions (Fiedler et al., 2021; Koberle
et al., 2021; CGFI, 2022; Pitman et al., 2022). The needs of
financial institutions around risk management are vastly different
to those of policy makers for scenarios that identify the mix
of actions required to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in line
with temperature and emissions targets (Koberle et al., 2021).
Further, many financial institutions lack the expertise to fully
understand the modeling choices and assumptions underpinning

2 See latest climate financial risk forum guide 2022—scenario analysis in

financial firms by CRFR at: https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/corporate/

cfrf-guide-2022-scenario-analysis-in-financial-firms.pdf.

3 Arguably this trend can be traced back to the prominent use of IAMs to

producemitigation pathways, supported by the scientific community and the

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC).
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these scenarios. Together this may lead to a misuse of scenarios
and potentially a systematic underestimation of the risk associated
with the transition. It may also lead firms to take insufficient action
to manage their risks caused either by the uncertainties or a false
perception of the risks.

FIs therefore face a dilemma. Given that past historic data
is not good predictor for the low-carbon transition, classical
financial approaches with a shock-based logic to represent tail-
risk with a certain likelihood of occurrence were mostly dismissed
in exploratory climate stress testing exercises (BoE, 2019; ECB,
2021). But the alternatives also have deficiencies. More generally,
we observe an overarching challenge of climate scenario analysis
to balance the applicability of scenarios with the required
representation of complexities needed by the financial sector in
the face of the unprecedented risk, urgency of the transition and
planetary boundaries (Rockström et al., 2009; Chenet et al., 2019;
BIS, 2020). This dilemma—if not handled appropriately—could
lead to negative outcomes and the build-up of systemic risk.

The recent report by the Financial Stability Board (FSB)
and the NGFS acknowledged the challenges, stating for example,
that while continuous progress is made, current exercises may
understate climate exposures and vulnerabilities, especially in
capturing tail risks for risk management and stress testing
purposes (FSB and NGFS, 2022). Assessing and managing climate
risk is a new and ongoing process, with substantial learning
and refinement happening continually. The NGFS is to-date on
its third iteration of scenarios and with each release comes
substantial refinement and improvement.4 Similarly, the Bank of
England’s CBES results stressed the learning nature of the exercise
(Ranger et al., 2023). Yet, as reflected by recent supervisory
statements (e.g., Annex 1), it is critical that firms get started in
strengthening their capability in climate scenario analysis and begin
to build climate dimensions into risk management and business
planning. Yet, firms that responded to the PRA’s consultation paper
indicated that scenario analysis is one of the most challenging
aspects of meeting supervisory expectations (CFRF, 2020). Further,
regulatory divergence on supervisory expectations makes it difficult
for firms to understand the status of emerging best practices5 or
assess how they are developing against peers (Ranger et al., 2023).

In this paper, we aim to provide practitioners with guidance on
how to use and augment current scenarios to aid decision making
and improve risk management practices. In modeling, there is a
common phrase “all models are wrong, but some are useful.” In
this case, we argue that while all scenarios have limitations, this
does not necessarily mean that they cannot be useful if used and
expanded upon properly, in full awareness of their characteristics
and inherent trade-offs. We explain those limitations in the context
of the specific requirements by FIs for scenario analysis and propose
an approach to complement existing scenarios and increase their
suitability for decision making for key financial use cases. In other
words, we first identify the needs of financial institutions and where

4 See: https://www.ngfs.net/en/communique-de-presse/ngfs-

publishes-third-vintage-climate-scenarios-forward-looking-climate-

risks-assessment.

5 Also regulatory divergences are challenging cross-border financial

firms: see: https://www.ey.com/en_gl/brexit-and-financial-services/how-

regulatory-divergence-is-challenging-cross-border-financial-firms.

the gaps and limitation are, and then propose some preliminary
solutions, while highlighting potential for future work to address
the identified gaps.

More explicitly, in the first section, we draw upon exisiting
evidence and practices to provide insights into key scenario
features, model characteristics that underpin scenarios, and wider
scenario considerations that are important to equip financial
institutions with the required knowledge on how to effectively
select, use and interpret currently available scenarios. We highlight
that insufficient understanding of these dimensions and associated
deficiencies of currently available scenarios may lead to a misuse of
scenarios and a systematic underestimation of the risk associated
with the transition.

In section two, we then present a practical framework for FIs
to assess and select appropriate scenarios and augment them where
necessary through scenario expansion and scenario construction.
It guides the user to identify potential gaps in the available range of
scenarios and how to construct more disruptive, decision-relevant
scenarios through an adjustment of key assumptions that allow
to explore different sensitivities and better capture the range of
possible pathways on how the transition may unfold. This aims to
complement previous work by UNEP FI that provided a suite of
short-term climate-related shock scenarios.6 We take a deep dive
on three key areas to demonstrate how the framework can be used
in practice: first, we show how current geopolitical developments
and impacts on the energy sector may provide insights into the
plausibility and likelihood of scenario assumptions. We draw
out the importance to consider the possibility of a short-term
disorderly transition within the energy markets if the phase
out of high-emission activities is not carefully managed in
parallel with the ramp-up of low emission ones. Second, we
demonstrate for the Agriculture, Forest, and Other Land Use
(AFOLU) sector, how an augmentation of scenario assumptions
for a variety of more pessimistic mitigation potentials of emerging
and developing countries could be undertaken and how this may
interact with global decarbonization efforts. Third, we show how
an augmentation of scenario components in the energy sector
impact the financial risk outcome in climate scenario analysis,
drawing upon evidence on varying levels of conservativeness
around technological innovation. This is aimed to aid the user in
placing where relevant scenario components sit in the probability
distribution7 of the assumed impact and in terms of credibility
of materialization.

In general, the framework8 aims to help balance the increasing
pressure for financial firms to use scenario analysis in their
business decision making processes today while capturing the

6 https://www.unepfi.org/themes/climate-change/economic-impacts-

of-climate-change-exploring-short-term-climate-related-shocks-with-

macroeconomic-models/

7 Note that the term probability distribution throughout this paper is not

necessarily meant in strict probabilistic terms. It can also be expressed

through expert opinions and storylines in a narrative space to define more

or less likely outcomes based on expert judgement, similar to IPCC AR6 that

uses storylines with linguistic uncertainties.

8 This framework focusses on transition risk scenarios, albeit drawing upon

complementary analyses of physical risk scenario (e.g., Ranger et al., 2021)

where appropriate.
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full breadth of scenario narratives and granularity required by
the financial sector. Finally, we call for FIs, central banks and
research institutions to work more closely together to develop a
more comprehensive scenario taxonomy to help navigate material
financial risk under uncertainty.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the
key obstacles to the effective use of climate scenario analysis for
the financial sector. Section 3 presents the practical framework.
Section 4 proposes ways forward by introducing the idea of a more
comprehensive scenario taxonomy. Section 5 concludes.

2. Knowledge is power: understanding
the dimensions of climate scenarios to
inform their e�ective use within
scenario analysis by financial
institutions

The following analysis provides practical insights into key
scenario features, model characteristics that underpin scenarios,
and wider scenario considerations that are important to equip
financial institutions with the required knowledge on how to
effectively select, use and interpret currently available scenarios
and increase their suitability for decision making (Table 1 provides
an overview). Further, our assessment draws upon best practices
and empirical evidence to highlight the relative importance of
the above dimensions for different financial sector use cases.
We highlight that insufficient understanding of such dimensions
and associated deficiencies of scenarios may lead to a misuse of
scenarios and a systematic underestimation of the risk associated
with the transition. This knowledge then feeds into the framework
for scenario identification and construction presented in Section 3.

Financial use cases are guided by the analyses of UK
supervisory statements on climate change (Annex 1) as well as
informed by parallel CGFI research (Ranger et al., 2023). The
evidence and framework presented in this section build upon
and complement classifications and taxonomies provided, among
others, by Monasterolo et al. (2022) to describe the different
characteristics of IAMs, or for physical risk, by Ranger et al. (2021).

We proceed as follows. First, we map out key scenario features
of climate scenarios relevant to different FI needs to inform
adequate scenario selection. Second, we assess underlying model
characteristics that influence where current scenarios sit within
the range of plausible outcomes and draw out challenges around
model choices in the context of the specific requirements by FIs.
Third, we explore wider scenario considerations that are relevant
to frame such a climate scenario analysis. Finally, we draw out the
specific challenges that FIs are confronted with when interpreting
scenarios and assess the implications for the risk associated with
their materialization.

2.1. Mapping scenario features to financial
sector needs

Table 1 identifies six use cases of scenario analysis for FIs and
CB&S, drawing from current supervisory statements, spanning

aspects of risk management and business planning. It further
elucidates the specifications of scenarios required, such as the time
horizon, scenario pathway features and where scenarios sit in the
probability distribution of materialization.9

Most importantly, each use case requires a different time
horizon. Longer-term scenarios are required to help inform
strategy and business planning decisions. Short- and medium-term
scenarios are needed to inform risk management-related outputs
such as internal or regulatory stress tests, limit setting or capital
setting. Each use case also requires different scenario features which
ultimately inform where the scenario sits within the probability
distribution (e.g., central scenario vs. tail-risk scenario). Strategic
scenarios should reflect a central scenario and reasonable expected
pathways that have the potential to influence business planning,
representing the highest likelihood of materialization. Whereas,
stress testing requires tail-risk scenarios that allow FIs to test their
resiliency to more extreme (or worst-case) plausible outcomes. This
application is particularly relevant to CB&S, as well as FIs, for
exploring the resiliency to the potential systemic implications of
climate change for the financial system.

The specifications of these use cases, and their requirements,
have implications for the suitability, interpretation, and appropriate
use of scenarios. Choosing the appropriate time horizon and an
initial assessment of where the scenario sits within the probability
distribution for the respective use case is key to an adequate climate
scenario analysis. For example, scenarios provided by organizations
such as the IEA, the NGFS or the IPCC are likely to be the
most appropriate for business planning applications, given the
nature of the underlying models, but arguably have limitations for
stress testing applications. This is because these transition scenarios
show the cost-optimal mitigation pathways across different degrees
and timings of policy action (IPCC, 2015), and the associated
technological and behavioral changes necessary to achieve the
stipulated climate target. As such, they are suitable to reflect
the “smooth” transformation of the economy and can therefore
inform more systemic policy decisions. For instance, informing
the aggregate investment required in low-carbon technologies to
transform the energy system in line with temperature goals set out
in Paris Agreement.

Further, they can provide insight into what happens if sectors
or governments continue on a business-as-usual path as opposed to
imposing early climate action. These scenarios provide insights into
the temporal effects of change and the different options we have as
a society and how they may play out under reasonable expected
conditions. For instance, assessing whether investment in public
infrastructure within targeted sectors can reduce GDP losses and
increase the penetration of renewables in the energy system.

Such scenarios can therefore act as a guide for policy makers
and financial markets in setting business strategies, helping to
shape market expectations and to realize the benefits from a
variety of aspects of the transition. To be effective, scenario users
must be able to anticipate future narratives and the range of
potential outcomes that could occur given economic-socio-climatic
relationships and the likely policy actions that are undertaken.

9 For the remainder of the paper, for simplicity, we broadly di�erentiate into

two major types of use cases (strategic/business planning and stress testing)

across two types of institutions (FIs and central banks/regulators).
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TABLE 1 Summary of key characteristics of currently available scenarios and their di�erent degrees of relevance for financial sector use cases.

Institution
type

Use case Key scenario features Model characteristics Wider scenario considerations

Time
horizon
of
scenarios

Where the
scenario sits
within the
probability
distribution

Scenario
pathway

Transition
model
narrative

Economic
and
financial
friction

Risk
coverage
of IAMs

Information
pass-
through in
climate
modeling
chain

Scenario
and
Model
granularity

Scenario
likelihood
conditional
on mitigation
progress and
policy action

intertemporal
trade-o�
dimensions

Financial
institution

Medium term
business
planning

5 years Central scenario
and reasonable
expectation
scenario

Cost
optimisation
and relatively
smooth

Very high
relevance

Medium
relevance

High
relevance

High relevance Medium
relevance

Medium relevance Low relevance

Strategic
planning

5–50 years Full spectrum broad
range of long-term
scenarios

Cost
optimisation
and smooth

Very high
relevance

Medium
relevance

High
relevance

Medium
relevance

Low relevance Very high relevance Very high
relevance

Internal stress
testing—
balance
sheet

Balance sheet
velocity (1–3
years)

reasonable
worst-case scenario
(tail-risk)

Short-term
disruptions
and volatility
around
scenario
pathway

Very high
relevance

Very high
relevance

Very high
relevance

Very high
relevance

Very high
relevance

Medium relevance Medium
relevance

Internal stress
testing—
business
model

10 years Reasonable
worst-case scenario
(tail-risk)

Cost
optimisation
and relatively
smooth

Very high
relevance

Very high
relevance

Very high
relevance

Very high
relevance

Very
high-relevance

High relevance Medium
relevance

Central
banks and
supervisors

Regulatory
stress testing
and capital
setting

0–5 years Reasonable
worst-case scenario
(tail-risk)

Short-term
disruptions
and volatility
around
scenario
pathway

Very high
relevance

Very high
relevance

Very high
relevance

Very high
relevance

Very
high-relevance

Very high relevance High relevance

Learning
exercise stress
testing
(long-time
horizon)

0–30 years Reasonable
worst-case scenario
(tail-risk)

Cost
optimisation
and relatively
smooth

Very high
relevance

Very high
relevance

Very high
relevance

High relevance Medium
relevance

Very high relevance Very high
relevance

This table is based on the expert judgement of the authors and should only be interpreted along the information provided in this section.
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This can also aid FIs to optimize strategic decisions vis-à-vis the
market to benefit from and support the transition. For short- to
medium-term business planning of FIs, scenarios should reflect
reasonable expected scenarios that sit central in the distribution.
This is to provide insight into tactical business decisions. Most of
the high-level scenarios provide limited insights on the transition
effects at a more granular level, such as among individual firms or
institutions, that behave differently within the wider system, so will
often need to be complemented with other data and analyses for a
more granular assessment.

In contrast, for stress testing and broader financial risk
management purposes, scenarios should reflect reasonable worst-
case scenarios that sit further in the tail of the distribution (Kemp
et al., 2022). This is to ensure balance sheet risks are captured under
classical financial risk logic. Such scenarios need to be inherently
different to a central case or best-case scenario used for longer term
planning (Koberle et al., 2021). However, most of the scenarios
that are being explored for risk management purposes by FIs
are longer-term scenarios that do not reflect relevant transition
dynamics and volatilities. For example, Figure 1 shows the relevant
energy transition pathways from NGFS net-zero scenarios over the
time horizon 2020–2100 (left) and when zoomed in to 2020–2030
(middle) and 2020–2040 (right). It is evident that the smooth trends
depicted for a 10- and 20-year time horizon respectively represent
more of a central scenario and are therefore unlikely to produce
meaningful variation in financial risk outcomes when used by FIs
to inform risk management and may miss a large picture of the
relevant tail risk.

We further explore this throughout the next subsection and
argue to understand where a scenario sits within the probability
distribution (e.g., tail-risk), the underlying narrative and modeling
choices, as well as assumptions, need to be better understood.

2.2. Scenario model characteristics

We now turn to the core characteristics and assumptions of
the models that underpin current scenarios that are important to
consider when identifying, selecting and interpretating scenarios
for both business planning and stress testing applications. Again,
these core model characteristics are mapped against the needs in
Table 1 to elucidate the approximate relative importance for specific
financial use cases.

2.2.1. Transition model narrative
Different transition narratives that postulate different ways of

how the transition could unfold present an important feature of
models that underlie climate scenario analysis. Key assumptions
on the structure of the energy system, the speed of technological
progress, the extent to which socio-economic and climate
constraints are reflected, as well as assumptions on institutional
inertia and behavior are important in shaping the scenario
narrative. Even within scenarios of one provider, such as the NGFS,
different models are used to better capture the uncertainty around
these assumptions by reflecting different parameter choices with
significant methodological variation. Additionally, across scenario

providers, e.g., the IEA vis-à-vis the NGFS, there is an even higher
degree of key assumption variability—for instance, how the energy
system is modeled. This is most often not transparently conveyed
to the financial sector and difficult to grasp for practitioners.
Such a variability, without sufficient information on what’s driving
it, makes it increasingly difficult for financial practitioners to
judge the credibility and level of conservativeness of different
parameter values and pathways. Consequently, tracing back which
key differences in the variability across scenarios are driven by
which assumptions and how they relate to each other is difficult
to assess.

Figure 2 shows the variability of global unit cost trajectories
for solar power, an important driver in IAMs to determine the
speed and uptake of renewable energy to decarbonize the economy,
across different scenario providers. Strikingly, the rate of change
is substantially different, depending on the underlying model
that was used to project such pathways. A lack of transparency
around these assumptions will not allow the financial user to
distinguish and classify what policy choices or complexities are
driving these differences in isolation, and in turn the variation in
financial risk outcomes (e.g., how energy firms are impacted across

scenarios). An inadequate understanding of key assumptions is
therefore highly problematic and makes interpretation and validity
of results for financial practitioners increasingly difficult. Further,
attaching a likelihood of materialization and judging the level of
conservativness of some key assumptions is made nearly impossible
(e.g., how likely are each of the scenarios against each other; what

are the consequences for carbon-intensive energy firms and resulting

financial risks from a faster uptake of renewables than anticipated in

the IEA scenarios). This is preventing FIs from reaping the benefits
that are inherent in the breadth of scenario narratives. What is
more, such a variability and the surrounding uncertainty is passed
on through the climate scenario modeling chain with often unclear
impacts on financial risk outcomes. Interestingly, Gasparini et al.
(2022) identify that such a variability of key assumptions across
scenario providers (even for the same climate target narrative)
leads to a significant variability in the financial risk outcomes on
the counterparty level. The authors show that the financial risk
for energy firms is significantly different, depending on whether
technological progress and assumptions on the change in energy
mix throughout the transition are taken from the NGFS or other
scenario providers.

We further pick up how such an obstacle of scenario variability
can be used to enhance the capabilities of FIs as a positive feature in
the practical framework introduced in the next section.

There are also fundamental differences in relation to how
transition scenarios are processed across different macroeconomic
model types, which are again important to conceptualize the
outcomes of a scenario analysis. For example, some general
equilibrium models impose restrictions on the money supply
(Pollitt and Mercure, 2017). This leads to additional investment
crowding out existing investment in the transition. Within these
models, the transition to a low-carbon economy is framed as
diverting away from a general equilibrium, with the economic
system recovering from such a deviation and bouncing back
to an equilibrium (Bolton et al., 2020). This shift is associated
with high economic cost in the short- to medium-term (Mercure
et al., 2019). Other model approaches account for crowding in
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FIGURE 1

Energy-sector pathways (primary energy and electricity capacity across natural gas, oil, and coal) from the NGFS GCAM Beyond 2 Degrees scenario,

zoomed in across di�erent time horizons. Authors own calculation based on IIASA scenario explorer database. https://data.ene.iiasa.ac.at/ngfs/#/

login?redirect=%2Fworkspaces.

effects, and therefore new investment has wider positive effects.
These models frame the transition as having a positive net
economic effect (Mercure et al., 2019). The macroeconomic model
choice therefore represents a significant difference in the scenario
narrative that needs to be better understoodwhen deciding between
the baseline setting of scenarios according to the users’ beliefs and
market expectations.

The range of narratives, as a result of different modeling
approaches that underlie scenarios, require FIs to improve their
understanding of where in the probability distribution each
scenario sits given the level of conservativeness of key assumptions
whilst assessing whether this is appropriate for a given level of risk
appetite. Such characteristics and the implications on the financial
risk outcome need to be considered when interpreting and using
these scenarios in practice. For instance, in the framework section,
we demonstrate with an example, how sensitivity testing and the
assessment of assumption deviations can enhance the robustness
of results and test a variety of different future pathways, with
varying levels of conservativeness around technological innovation,
depending on the users’ own beliefs around market behavior (see
framework Section 3.3). It is evident throughout this subsection that
the transition narrative has a high importance for both, business
planning and risk management exercises.

2.2.2. Economic and financial frictions
As already identified, most scenarios are reliant on IAMs

primarily developed to identify optimum policy pathways which
represent smooth trends along the time horizon to reduce
complexity. Further, traditional macroeconomic models are often
not well-suited to capture the frictions associated with a rapid
large-scale transformation to a low carbon economy and potential
short-term volatilites along the transition pathway. Yet, this
is especially relevant for risk management-related purposes
such as risk appetite setting, stress testing and capital setting,
where trajectories should reflect reasonable worst-case scenarios.
Choosing scenarios that lack such key relevant characteristics
are likely to underestimate the financial risk and the potential
losses that could occur due to rare events, high volatilities, and
frictions. For instance, as Aguais and Forest (2022) show in
an empirical multi-factor credit portfolio model, credit risks are
generally not driven by smooth macro-economic trends but by
unexpected economic shocks that represent higher volatility and
systematic deviations from average trends. Their analysis shows
significantly higher climate-related credit risk in contrast to NGFS
scenario approaches.

Most currently available scenarios do not adequately cover
the full envelope of such possible frictions and disruptions. The
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FIGURE 2

Projected implied rate of change of cost developments (LCOEs) in a below 2◦ transition scenario for solar technologies in the power sector globally

across di�erent scenario providers and models [Oxford represents technological forecasts by Way et al. (2021)]. LCOEs expressed in $/MWh at 2020

levels. Normalized starting value for visualization purposes. Authors calculation.

transition is likely to crystallize through several discrete shock
events. For instance, these might result but are not limited to a
combination of a failure of adopted policy pathways to deliver
the anticipated results leading to a choice to accept greater
long-term climate change or apply more dramatic policy action
with significant short-term financial implications. Further, rapid
technological advances may abruptly shift market expectation
of future policy action or climate change on financial markets
(Minsky moments).10 We therefore identify the need for a wider
focus on identifying and incorporating economic and financial
frictions to produce disruptive scenarios that are more realistic
and decision-relevant than those currently available. We discuss
several cases in more detail on how such discrete shocks
could materialize.

2.2.2.1. Energy system frictions

Most models assume a smooth substitution with no explicit
friction or representation of non-linearities for the transition
between high and low-carbon technologies in the energy sector.
However, as the energy system becomes greener, its lobbying

10 https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/CR/Issues/2022/04/07/United-

Kingdom-Financial-Sector-Assessment-Program-Systemic-Stress-and-

Climate-Related-516264

power increases and the likelihood of a carbon tax may increase.
Similarly, amplification mechanisms are often not considered, such
as increased investment in green technologies driving their cost
down and making them more competitive with fossil fuels, which
further increases green investment (Way et al., 2021). Such frictions
and amplification mechanisms could induce a tipping point, where
the system shifts very rapidly, causing assets to be stranded
suddenly without a smooth divestment. Geographical assessments
based on the resilience of specific economies to supply and demand
imbalances are also important for understanding how likely
different scenarios are in various regions. van de Ven and Fouquet
(2017) find that the resilience of a country to energy related shocks
is dependent on the fuel mix rather than economic development.
Firms should also remain cognizant of how a short-term mismatch
could bemore impactful across geographies that lack policy regimes
and the appropriate fiscal infrastructure spending capacity to react
to different mismatches within the transition. It is important that
different economic and socio-political contexts are understood to
shape the scenario narrative and the key drivers relevant for certain
jurisdictions. Alternatively, given latest developments with the war
in Ukraine and the energy crisis, it may be important to reflect in
scenarios a sudden change of expectations around market-driven
technological progress that results in energy price spikes volatilities
or increased risks that are present in the balance sheets of FIs
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(Mercure et al., 2018; Behnam and Litterman, 2020; van der Ploeg
and Rezai, 2020; Bolton and Kacperczyk, 2021).

2.2.2.2. Labor frictions

There is limited representation of labor frictions (other
than exogenous restrictions) that might create bottlenecks when
transitioning to a net-zero energy system. Labor force frictions
throughout the transition are also likely to impact key economic
variables. Lankhuizen et al. (2022) show that technological
advancements and climate policies designed to improve energy
efficiency are likely to cause labor-related bottlenecks. Fossil-fuel
related jobs are also likely to disappear due to low labor market
mobility. Yet, literature on labor shifts and skill shifts in relation to
climate change remains scarce and contains large uncertainties.11

Additionally, these frictions could potentially restrict the speed
of uptake of renewable energy and subsequently could create
disruptions within the energy supply.

2.2.2.3. Financial market frictions

The assumption that it is possible to transition the economy
in a frictionless way may significantly downplay the amplifying
role of misaligned expectations on financial markets. For
instance, Gasparini (2023), analyzing the impact of climate policy
uncertainty on the valuation of fossil-fuel stocks, has found that
on average brown companies are valued as if their investors believe
the green transition will never happen, while green companies are
valued as if their investors believe it will happen in <20 years.
The two groups of investors cannot both be right, indicating that a
major realignment of stock prices is likely to happen. Such frictions
could again move a system very rapidly. This could cause major
and sudden stress across the financial system, further slowing down
the required investment to support the transition. Since a quarter
of the value of global stock markets, half of the value of corporate
bonds, and half of syndicated U.S. loans are from fossil fuel-related
companies, the consequences of this for markets are significant.
Current scenarios do not account for such behavioral frictions
and feedback mechanisms between the real economy and financial
markets. Note that academics such as Battiston and Monasterolo
(2021) and Monasterolo et al. (2022), among others, have stressed
the importance of such effects, and the NGFS is further raising
awareness on such deficiencies. Operationalizing such complexities
in IAMs is however an ongoing process.

2.2.2.4. Policy implementation frictions

Current scenarios proxy policy action with the implementation
of a carbon tax. Here, well-known limitations include the
insufficient geographical differentiation, complementary and
distortionary effects of other forms of policies, as well as the lack of
representation of misalignments between the climate commitments
of jurisdictions (Mercure et al., 2019). On top of that, we argue that
current scenarios are not sufficiently accounting for the time-lag
between policy implementation and market reactions in the form
of real-world emission reduction. In other words, models assume
an instantaneous market response (Asefi-Najafabady et al., 2021),
which in reality is highly unlikely and may further lead to a breach

11 https://one.oecd.org/document/ENV/EPOC/WPIEEP(2016)18/FINAL/

En/pdf, (accessed June 3, 2023).

in the carbon budget, overshoot, or increased stranded assets due
to delayed phase outs of infrastructure linked to carbon-intensive
production processes. It is important that FIs can anticipate
potential time-lags and any associated frictions relevant to their
own exposure that could occur once a policy response, or discrete
shock is applied to a scenario. Ideally, firms would be able to
improve upon this simplification by using a dynamic model,
incorporating a lag between the introduction of a carbon tax and
the associated knock-on effects to other variables. These time-lags
should be dependent on specific policy and become effective, as
typical with standard investment projects, ranging from months to
years, rather than instantaneous (Kolev et al., 2012). For example,
forming views on the time required for institutions to adapt their
pricing strategies, and any related consumer response associated
with changing behaviors is important as demand for energy is
inelastic in time-series data. Firms could also develop capabilities
to recalibrate scenarios to how the impact of a carbon tax is likely to
differ between sectors or geographies.12 For instance, Green (2021)
provides evidence for sectoral differences due to heterogeneous
elasticities, finding mixed evidence of the effectiveness and the
direct relationship between carbon pricing and emissions. It is
likely that incorporating emission reduction delays results in
a more severe scenario where the decarbonization targets for
specific time horizons are unlikely to be met. Accounting for such
time-lag between policy and market response could be leveraged to
reflect a more realistic picture of the likely disruptions that could
materialize in the transition.

2.2.3. Coverage and model simplifications in IAMs
and key risk drivers

Structural challenges around modeling the complex interaction
and feedback effects of climate change, the economic and financial
system may lead to an underestimation of the consequences of
a scenario. IAMs have been developed to capture a wide array
of mechanisms that link policy decisions, the climate system,
and parts of a global economy. However, several phenomena
induced by climate change such as migration, crop yield shocks,
and social instabilities in exposed regions, as well as feedback
loops are neglected in IAMs and hence cannot be represented
in climate pathways for financial exercises (Weyant, 2017; Asefi-
Najafabady et al., 2021). Further, the links between climate,
ecosystems and natural resources (e.g., soil, water, and forestry)
which are known to be important drivers of financial risk are often
excluded (Dasgupta, 2021). As Almeida et al. (2023) highlight,
existing scenarios used by central banks and FIs currently do
not sufficiently incorporate broader environmental risks, such as
nature-related risks, in part due to methodological challenges
around modeling nature-economy interactions with financial
sector dependence. More broadly, IAMs remain limited in their
capacity to incorporate complexities in relation to non-linearity,
tipping points, and uncertainty. Rational expectation assumptions
lead to individual components of the system being optimized.
However, real behavior is different, as participants have limited

12 Note that this is partially explored in the NGFS divergent net-zero

scenario.
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knowledge to make appropriate choices. For instance, reflecting the
behavior of fossil-fuel dependent states in supporting international
climate negotiations and carbon tax policies remains irrational,
with many geopolitical factors around comparative advantages
driving decisions (Mercure et al., 2021). Further research has
argued for the inclusion of compounding shocks alongside different
factors and interdependencies that so far have been neglected
(Ranger et al., 2021). Current model approaches and scenarios
insufficiently capture acute physical risk shocks in models that aim
to capture the climate response to assumed emission pathways
(Ranger et al., 2021; Pitman et al., 2022). UNEP FI13 provides
a good overview of IAMs and general limitations for financial
practitioners, and academic literature is widely available (see among

others, Brock and Hansen, 2017; Stern et al., 2021). Monasterolo
et al. (2022) provides a good comparison of the process based IAMs
used by the NGFS with alternative models.

2.2.4. Information pass-through in climate
modeling chain

Scenario modeling chains include various sub-models that
are linked together, subsequently feeding into macro economic
and lastly financial models. Simplified transmission channels and
interaction effects with varying degree of granularity may result
in significant information loss and an increase in the uncertainty
along the modeling chain (see also Figure 4 for a representation of

the various stages, including additional scenario expansion for FIs).
Especially, the insufficient pass-through of extreme tail risks, cross-
sectional and geographical variation ultimately results in a loss of
information that would be needed by the financial sector. This
can be problematic for transition risk (aimed at reflecting volatility

along the transition), as well as physical risk where acute climate
risks may be presented by averages, rather than extremes, which
are known to be the main driver of financial risk and catastrophic
socio-economic impacts (Ranger et al., 2021).

For instance, IAMs may produce sub-sectoral impacts due to
a variety of regional climate policies, which are then translated
in financial pathways using a macro model that lacks the
sophistication to reflect sub-sectoral dynamics (e.g., NIGEM).
The resulting impact and risk distribution will therefore miss
relevant variation.When such impacts serve as inputs into financial
models to uncover risk at the counterparty-level (e.g., to assess the

transition impact on FIs balance sheet) this will not be directly
possible without additional downscaling or expansion of the initial
scenario pathways. What is more, such a loss of information
and relevant risk variation restricts identification of comparative
advantages across firms within a sector and increases the difficulty
to identify the heterogeneous impact of the transition (see for

instance Baer et al., 2022 for a more granular climate stress testing

model, but some of the problems remain due to dependency of

such approaches to macro-level scenario pathways). In the long-
term, some of these problems might be addressed through the
development of more sophisticated IAMs that are more tailored
to the needs of the financial sector. They could include greater

13 https://www.unepfi.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/

UNEP-FI-Pathways-to-Paris.pdf

financial granularity in their output, but as noted earlier, this
might further challenge the understanding of financial sector users.
Irrespectively, it is important to highlight that combining different
modeling approaches with varying degrees of granularity and
complexity may understate the propagation of uncertainty and
reduce accuracy through the various stages. The loss of information
further exacerbates the difficulty to use scenarios.

We advocate for closer research cooperation between bottom-
up modeling approaches and macro-approaches to enhance the
level of granularity that such IAMs can capture. While a new
generation of analytical methods exists to overcome some of
these limitations, such as stock-flow consistent models, agent
based-modeling or heterodox economic approaches, challenges
remain. To uncover the needs of the financial sector to perform
granular scenario analysis, a more sophisticated micro-level
integration into existing modeling infrastructure is needed, similar
to those suggested for physical risk models (Pitman et al., 2022).
Overall, the insufficient pass-through of risk variation across the
scenario modeling chain has a higher relevance for financial risk
management use cases.

2.2.5. Scenario and model granularity
As already identified above, scenarios may not match the

level of granularity needed by the financial sector and too much
room is left for scenario expansion to adequately capture the full
spectrum of the risk range. This confronts FIs with the challenge
of achieving consistency throughout the scenario expansion with
previous modeling choices and assumptions but this is difficult
given the underlying assumptions are often poorly understood by
the user. For an appropriate scenario expansion, it is important to
understand the level of granularity andmodeling complexity across
the various stages in the development of a scenario, from input data
to IAMs, which pass on information to macroeconomic models,
which then produce macro-financial pathways that can be inputted
into financial risk models. Figure 3 below provides a simple
representation of the steps involved in the construction of a climate
scenario for financial practitioners, including potential scenario
expansions that are required to match the level of sophistication
of the financial industry.

As noted, most IAMs and macroeconomic models do not
feature a firm-level, sub-sectoral and country-specific breakdowns
of climate-adjusted economic pathways. In addition to the loss of
relevant risk variation, this confronts FIs with the difficult task
of downscaling to reflect the level of detail needed to conduct
meaningful financial risk assessments. This can be difficult in the
absence of clear guidance on the scenario expansion by CB&S,
as evident throughout the CBES exercise (Ranger et al., 2023).
We argue that it is the modeling of relative performance between
counterparties and jurisdictions that is particularly important for
FIs but current modeling approaches that underlie scenarios leave
much of this analysis to users to expand. What is more, the
financial industry will not be interested in static views of risk
from policy makers and will push back on approaches that do not
match the level of sophistication of their own risk management
frameworks. The relevance of such a scenario expansion will also
vary across different use cases. For internal stress tests over a
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FIGURE 3

Key modeling chain in climate scenario analysis including scenario expansion for the financial sector. Authors’ own illustration.

shorter time frame that aim to identify risk at a granular level,
the expansion process is critical. In contrast, for a longer-term
analysis such as strategic planning, a view on the comparative
performance of individual counterparties may not be as pressing.
Here, a more systemic picture of how the transition unfolds
across sectors may be sufficient. What is more, models and
scenarios insufficiently capture the diversity of knowledge and
specific political contexts relevant across countries. For instance,
using global NGFS scenarios may not be adequate to capture
individual socio-political and country-specific contexts, but this
may be an important feature of granular scenarios that inform
policy makers locally.

Until more granular scenarios are provided by the scientific
community, the financial industry will need to develop additional
scenario related modeling capabilities as IAMs are unable to
provide all the information financial firms require. A recent CGFI
survey showed that most FIs lack the expertise and understanding
and hence shift this task to third party providers (Ranger et al.,
2023). This often does not build out the necessary internal
capabilities and understanding required to appropriately use
scenario analysis and interpret the results.

2.3. Wider scenario considerations

The analysis above identifies the core features of scenarios
and characteristics of models that influence scenario selection,
interpretation, and usability for different FI use cases. Each of
these characteristics also influences the likelihood of the scenarios
and are conditional on the status of policy action. Understanding

where scenarios sit within the range of plausible future outcomes
is essential for all use cases and has implications on intertemporal
trade-off choices by FIs and CB&S. We explore this in more detail.

2.3.1. Status of policy action vs. scenario
assumptions and scenario likelihood

Little attention has been given to the probabilistic likelihood
of scenarios. This is likely due to the expertise required and the
inevitable degree of judgement and uncertainty prevalent within
the assessment. Yet, to make practical use of scenario analysis
one requires exactly such a view of the likelihood of the different
potential future outcomes over the relevant time horizon. Given
the complexity and lack of information provided by scenario
developers, FIs and CB&S are at risk of misinterpreting where
scenarios sit within the range of possible outcomes, making it
difficult to interpret the results. While Lawson et al. (2023) aim
to assign probabilities to scenarios to better tailor for the needs
of financial and investment decision making, limitations remain
across currently available scenarios. For instance, to understand
what risk lies in the tail of the distribution,14 there needs to be a
judgement on the likelihood of materialization across time. Most
obviously, every year the transition is delayed, and emission targets
are not met, the likelihood of more disruptive policy responses
and potential frictions in the economic and financial system are
increased. An orderly transition that limits global warming to

14 As noted, in classical financial risk management this is done by

abstracting from historic volatilities and time series, which in the case of

climate change and unprecedented transition is not possible.
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1.5◦C may not be feasible anymore and even a disorderly scenario
is shifted into the extreme tail of the probability distribution.
For instance, evidence continues to show that previous central
estimates may no longer be realistic. The international community
is falling far short of the Paris goals, with no credible pathway
to 1.5◦C in place (UNEP FI, 2022). The probability of a more
disorderly transition pathway is therefore significantly increasing
over time (further exacerbated by macroeconomic headwinds such

as global inflation and the Ukraine Crises NGFS, 2022).
On the other hand, evidence suggests that the Agriculture,

Forest, and Other Land Use (AFOLU) sector, which is responsible
for ca 20% of global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, may be
represented in scenarios overly pessimistic, albeit the mitigation
potential varies across key geographies (Roe et al., 2021). However,
whether such mitigation potential is realized is yet to be observed.
Overall, the more ambitious the assumptions are for areas of the
less economically developed world the more the western financial
system gets a “free” ride in terms of limiting climate change. We
argue this needs to be considered more strongly when framing
the scenario likelihood conditional on mitigation progress and
policy action.

We observe similar effects in relation to model assumptions
around the potential for removal of carbon and status of policy
action and technological progress. Smith et al. (2023) find a gap
between proposed carbon dioxide removal (CDR) deployment and
what will be needed to meet the Paris Agreement and pursue efforts
to achieve 1.5◦C, placing such scenario assumptions, again, at the
optimistic end. Relying on such optimistic components of scenarios
could spur inaction, which in turn may increases the likelihood of
the central pathway resulting in irreversible physical damage due
to natural catastrophes and chronic risk increases. To avoid this
damage, more disruptive policy action will be required. Overall, the
status of policy action vs. scenario assumptions around mitigation
progress may become increasingly decoupled as time passes by and
if not regularly updated.

2.3.2. Intertemporal trade-o�
As highlighted above, when insufficient mitigation action shifts

the probability of the scenario across time, the trade off-argument
between transition costs now vs. widespread physical risk cost
later becomes more relevant than a choice between different
speeds of transition scenarios. Scenario analysis should therefore be
interpreted through the lens of interacting transition and physical
risk rather than treating these impacts independently. Importantly,
economic and financial frictions should also be considered in
the context of increasing uncertainty and magnitude of shocks
as time progresses when the solution to climate change becomes
increasingly difficult. In other words, FIs should be aware that
frictions become more material when the speed of change is fast
and technological, as well as socio-economic constraints are hit.
For example, the possibility of a short-term disorderly transition
stemming from labor-related bottlenecks within the energy sector
should be considered if the ramp-down of high-emission activities
is not carefully managed (McKinsey Global Institute, 2022).
Simultaneously, the failure of adopted policy pathways to deliver
the anticipated results could lead to an underappreciation of the

intertemporal trade-off between greater long-term climate change
ormore dramatic policy action with significant short-term financial
implications. This has further implications on the risk-build up in
the economic and financial system.

2.4. Implications on risk materialization and
systemic risk build up

The evidence presented in this section so far not only
highlights the importance for considering various dimensions
in the scenario selection process, the use and interpretation
by financial institutions, but also support a conclusion that
scenarios collectively systematically underestimate the scale of
the transition and physical risks. Hence, financial institutions
need to carefully examine whether current scenarios may be
toward the lower bound of possible outcomes. For instance, we
have demonstrated that some model characteristics, such as the
omittance of relevant frictions and relevant key risk drivers,
structural simplifications of IAMs, the negligence of feedback loops
and tipping points and an increasingly decoupled status of policy
action vs. scenario assumptions may push climate risk scenarios
further into the optimistic tail of the risk distribution, leading to
an underestimation of the risk.

Table 2 summarizes dimensions assessed in this section and
their likely implications for the risk outcome of the scenario. Most
of the identified dimensions and model characteristics suggest an
underestimation of the risk, potentially giving rise to a false sense
of security on how the transition may unfold. We highlighted
the omittance of key risk drivers such as compounding risks,
biodiversity loss and migration, that suggest we currently do not
capture the full spectrum of risk. What is more, simplifications
in IAMs such as the negligence of amplification mechanisms in
financial markets is insufficiently reflected in current scenarios.
We also discussed the potential underestimation due to lack of
representation of economic and financial frictions, as well as
simplified acute physical risks impacts. Further, an insufficient
reflection of current policy action vs. the scenario assumptions
may underestimate the risk of an increasingly disorderly transition.
When mitigation progress and policy action is not sufficiently
considered in climate scenario risk analysis, this may further result
in the underestimation of the systemic risk build up, besides the
underestimation of idiosyncratic risk for financial institutions. For
instance, when firms collectively fail to transition their business
strategies due to overly optimistic expectations on policy action,
a steeper investment is needed in the future to adjust in a shorter
timeframe to remain within a prescribed carbon budget. This will
result in a systemic risk-build up, withmore economic and financial
costs, again increasing the severity and volatility of transition
impacts even in central scenarios (Baer et al., 2021b; Way et al.,
2021).

In principle, the consideration of systemic stress and risk
build up has a relatively higher relevance for CB&S and
confronts them with risk appetite challenges for micro and
macroprudential regulators.Whilst individual financial institutions
can take unilateral steps to reduce risk, regulators tasked with
macroprudential oversight need to account for the aggregate
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TABLE 2 Impact of scenario features, model characteristics, and wider on risk materialization.

Currently used scenario features, model characteristics and
wider considerations

Impact on risk materialization

Status of policy action vs. scenario assumptions Likely underestimation of risk

Inadequate representation of economic and financial frictions Likely underestimation of risk

Omittance of relevant key risk drivers (e.g., biodiversity loss and migration) Likely underestimation of risk

Simplifications in IAMs (e.g., negligence of feedback loops and rational expectations) Likely underestimation of risk

Modeling of the climate response to the assumed emissions pathway, acute physical risk
representation (e.g., Ranger et al., 2021)

Likely underestimation of risk

Information loss and insufficient pass-trough Unclear, likely underrepresentation of tail risk and
opportunities)

Transition model narrative and assumption variability Unclear (widens risk distribution)

Scenario and model granularity Unclear

Authors own representation based on selection of dimensions considered in this paper.

decisions of financial institutions within the system. However, FIs
should not ignore such important dimensions to capture the full
spectrum of risk. While the transition and associated structural
changes to the economic system may allow for partial individual
risk hedging, as policy response become increasingly delayed and
risk builds up, FIs may be affected by systemic risk even in the short
term (Andersson et al., 2016).

Overall, the evidence presented in our analysis suggest that
current scenarios do not adequately reflect the tail-risk or miss
some risk drivers altogether. This is in line with other research, such
as by Kemp et al. (2022) that show how climate scenario analysis
up to date may understate the risks because it fails to consider
the more extreme climate and transition outcomes. Arguably,
such a systemic underestimation, while recognized by FSB and
NGFS (2022), should inform upcoming climate scenario analysis
exercises internationally, such as the one in the US with six major
banks15 to prevent misuse and absorb the lessons from similar
exercises by central banks in Europe and the limitations and wider
considerations put forward in this paper.

Importantly, it should be noted that even “better” climate
risk scenarios can amplify systemic risks when unintended
consequences are not carefully considered. For instance,
risk models can exacerbate global inequalities when flows
of finance are restricted to countries based on a lack in
analytical capacity or data. The lack of historical data in
emerging countries may translate into greater uncertainties,
higher risk estimates, and greater cost of capital needed
for development, mitigation and adaptation. Therefore,
the financial and public sector has an important role to
distribute improvements in modeling and scenario analysis
equitable across advanced and emerging economies, while
advocating for its possibly unintended consequences, to
help countries manage the transition which will be critical
to maintaining financial stability and continued access to
international capital markets. For instance, this could be achieved
through making risk data freely available through initiatives

15 https://www.federalreserve.gov/publications/climate-scenario-

analysis-exercise-instructions.htm

such as the Global Resilience Index Initiative (GRII), while
building capabilities.16

While we argue that over-reliance on currently available
scenarios could lead to an underestimation of the risks, our
evidence suggests that the deficiences in scenarios are not a barrier
to action if they are understood, expanded upon appropriately
and interpreted in full awareness of their characteristics and their
inherent trade-offs. This evidence and conclusion inform our
practical step-by-step framework in the next section where we
identify how current scenarios can be augmented to increase their
decision relevance.

Overall, our analysis so far provided practical insights into
the knowledge gaps and deficiencies of scenarios. Throughout
the section it also becomes evident that for different use cases
specific dimensions have a relatively higher importance. For
instance, scenarios for risk management and stress testing are less
suitably described by a cost optimization scenario pathway that
presents a smooth adjustment of the economy. The representation
of economic and financial frictions is key to fulfilling the
objectives of such exercises and may be insufficiently reflected
in currently available scenarios. Scenario expansion to reflect
risk on a granular level may have less priority for informing
the long-term strategic direction of financial institutions, where
the consideration of intertemporal trade-offs and risk build up
may be more immediately pressing issues to reflect in scenarios.
Further, for central banks and supervisors, a perspective on
systemic risk may be key to identify financial stability risk,
whereas individual financial institutions should focus on expanding
scenarios to overcome specific challenges for counterparty-level
risk assessment, in particular the insufficient granularity of current
models that do not match the level needed by the financial
sector, resulting in challenges and inconsistencies around the
scenario expansion process. Importantly, wider considerations
around where scenarios sit in terms of the level of economic stress
conditional on policy action and mitigation process is critical to
judge the accuracy of climate financial risk outcomes.

16 https://www.cgfi.ac.uk/global-resilience-index-initiative/
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3. Practical framework to assess
scenario adequacy in financial risk
analysis

In the previous section we identified key scenario
characteristics and wider obstacles for the effective use of
climate scenario analysis. We have argued that these deficiencies
may prevent an adequate use of scenarios by the financial sector
if not adequately interrogated and augmented for the needs of
specific financial use cases. In this section, we propose a practical
step-by-step guide (see Figure 4 for overview) that aims to enhance
financial practitioners understanding of the key characteristics
of scenarios for a given financial sector use case, how to best
augment existing scenarios to overcome identified limitations and
guide users on how to sensitivity test a wider range of possible
assumptions to capture the full breadth of scenario narratives,
prevent risk-underestimation, and allow for the granularity
required by the financial sector. The framework consists of four
stages and is initially focused on risk management and stress
testing applications. It aims to complement the suite of scenario
guides published by organizations such as the NGFS or the Bank of
International Settlements (BIS).

More generally, our framework is an initial step toward a
better systematic understanding of scenarios and their tailoring
to meet the needs of financial practitioners. We argue that in the
long term, the academic community has a key role to play in
expanding the coverage of available scenarios so that less expansion
needs to be performed by the financial sector. Until then, currently
available scenarios can be augmented as an intermediate process
with varying degrees of complexity. The analysis and framework
proposed in this section are initial steps toward solving these issues
and are aimed to assist in the learning process by improving FIs
understanding and increasing the suitability of scenarios for key
financial use cases in a timely manner.17

3.1. Stage I: high-level scenario selection

Stage I should guide the user in selecting an adequate third-
party scenario based on the individual use case.

3.1.1. Step 1: identify key objective of exercise
and set use case

The discussion around obstacles to the effective use of climate
scenario analysis put forward in Section 2 of this paper can
inform such decisions. More specifically, the scenario narrative,
positioning the scenario in the probability distribution of potential
outcomes and the time horizon should be matched with the use
case. Users should also consult other scenario guides, such as by

17 We acknowledge that there is a capability gap between advanced

economies with sophisticated regulatory frameworks and those that lack

resources and risk management structures to fully inject the increasing

complexity around financial climate risk analysis. Frameworks such as the

one presented in this paper aimed to aid the interpretation and use of existing

scenarios can be particularly important in these cases.

NGFS (2020) and Koberle et al. (2021) to aid with this process. It is
important to identify climate change pathways with timescales and
relevant scenario characteristics that are adequate to the financial
exercise and the business model of the user.18

3.1.2. Step 2: identify the most suitable scenarios
from those currently available

For risk management related purposes such as climate stress
testing and capital setting, users need to focus on scenarios
that reflect a reasonable worst case over a short-term horizon.
Choosing available scenarios that lack the key relevant scenario
characteristics for this specific use case are likely skewed toward
the optimistic end of the risk outcome. This would result in
an underestimation of the financial consequences associated with
them. It is therefore critical for the user to assess the suitability
of fundamental scenario narratives and to better understand high-
level scenario characteristics.

3.2. Stage II: detailed assessment of chosen
third party scenario(s)

Once the characteristics of the high-level scenario are better
understood and the use case clearly defined, it is important to better
understand the detailed assumptions of the scenario modeling
chain and to assess where individual scenario elements sit in terms
of credibility of global policy action and level of conservativeness of
the assumed impacts. Such a scenario deep dive informs the user
on the plausibility and likelihood of the underlying assumptions
present within different scenario components.

3.2.1. Step 1: work through detailed assumptions
and weaknesses

The user should clearly identify the key assumptions and
associated weaknesses in the chosen third-party scenarios.
Depending on the capabilities of the user and scope of the
exercise, such a deep dive can be undertaken only for the scenario
components that are most relevant for the user. For this, FIs should
identify the key climate-related exposures within their balance
sheets. The goal is to identify which assumptions and narratives
FIs are most sensitive too. For instance, an asset manager may
identify that a large share of her portfolio is exposed to the
agricultural sector within developing and emerging markets. To
then identify the scenario assumptions that are most relevant to
further investigate, the user needs to understand the modeling
choices and wider narrative in relation to the agricultural sector.
Firms can identify key assumptions around dimensions such as
the mitigation potential of land-use change, or regional carbon

18 Use-cases of climate scenario analysis: https://www.frc.org.uk/

getattachment/0d28d5e8-�89-4028-88a8-49e837db6022/FRC-Climate-

Scenario-Analysis-in-Corporate-Reporting_October-2021.pdf.

For Risk Management Use Cases for climate scenario analysis, see: https://

www.fca.org.uk/publication/corporate/climate-financial-risk-forum-

guide-2021-risk-managment-use-cases.pdf.
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FIGURE 4

Practical framework outlining stages to understand scenario archetypes for specific use cases, expand scenarios to account for frictions and how to

integrate into financial risk assessment.

tax feasibility. Further investigation should then be undertaken
to better understand how assumptions may be calibrated within
IAMs and macro economic models in a more regional or country
specific context.

Similarly, CB&S should identify areas which are exposed to
systemic risk, testing key assumptions that have interdependencies
which could lead to severe financial stress. Macroprudential
policy should consider high-emitting exposures, identifying and
understanding how structural shifts in these exposures could affect
the broader economy and the financial system. All relevant scenario
components and driving assumptions should be mapped. For
instance, the US banking system shows a significant proportion
of overall exposure to the fossil-fuel related energy system. It is
therefore important to identify in the chosen scenarios the key

components, assumptions and modeling choices that govern how
the transition of the energy system unfolds and how FIs may hold
concentrated exposures. For example, assessing unit costs pathways
between high- and low-carbon power technologies, infrastructure
inertia, carbon tax assumptions, or labor elasticity and substitution
effects. Having a general overview of which assumptions are
driving the differences within scenarios and the range or resulting
outcomes is critical for the next stage to perform the necessary
scenario adjustments and expansions to better suit the financial
exercise use case.19 Choosing the most relevant set of scenario

19 Ideally, as we discuss later, such a stage would be guided by

a comprehensive scenario taxonomy, that brings together expertise

from di�erent academic sources to guide financial practitioners in fully
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assumptions is also critical for lower capability stakeholders that
wish to perform a more thorough stress test for a subset of their key
exposure. Here, understanding the full spectrum of assumptions
may simple not be possible or desired.

3.2.2. Step 2: assess the plausibility and likelihood
of underlying scenario assumptions

For the user it is now important to assess how accurate
and likely the representation of assumptions is in the selected
scenario. A user may question whether overall assumptions such
the representation of a frictionless transition with no mismatches
between energy supply and demand is likely to unfold throughout
the transition by drawing upon current and historical events,
as well as additional empirical evidence. For example, drawing
on parallels of recent geopolitical developments and assessing
evidence on energy price volatility due to supply shortages may
put the instability of the energy system throughout the transition
into perspective. Short-term economic pressures (e.g., Ukrainian
war) or macroeconomic developments (e.g., inflation) are likely
to make assumptions around capital reallocation more or less
sensible in the short-medium term. For example, Figure 5 below
shows the divergence of current fossil fuel price developments
away from expected scenarios. According to this, the current price
of fossil fuels should be discouraging demand by more than the
anticipated carbon tax in the NGFS orderly 1.5 scenario. These
developments are likely suggesting that increased prices in high-
emitting technologies (e.g., due to a carbon tax) may not lead to the
warranted demand shift as stipulated in current net-zero transition
scenarios. However, the impacts of this are yet to be assessed.
Nevertheless, it follows that the assumption of increased prices that
will lead to an acceleration toward energy efficiency and renewable
energy sourcesmay be overly optimistic, with unclear consequences
on the need for other parts of the system to decarbonize more
drastically to stay within prescribed carbon budgets.

Further, it is critical to assess the credibility of assumptions in
relation to the pessimistic consequences of fiscal measures aimed
at producing short-term economic relief leading to an increase
in carbon emissions such as during the COVID-crisis (Hepburn
et al., 2020). It needs to be assessed how such measures impact the
credibility of global policy action. The transition itself will likely see
periods of acceleration and deceleration and experience “shocks”
from non-climate-related exogenous factors. FIs and CB&S should
therefore scrutinize currently available scenarios to better reflect
reality, for example, assessing scenario pathway deviations due to
governments increasing fossil fuel subsidies and private finance
flowing back to fossil-fuel firms, all of which is likely to set
back the transition. This issue might have particular relevance
in emerging economies. Overall, it is important that different
economic and socio-political contexts are understood to shape
the scenario narrative and the key drivers relevant for certain
jurisdictions. As shown above, this can be done by individual users
by drawing on additional empirical evidence and expert judgement.

understanding each assumption and the relative importance for di�erent

use-cases.

3.3. Stage III: augmentation of selected
scenarios and adjustment as required

Based on a more detailed understanding of the chosen scenario
and identification of gaps and weaknesses, the user can now
consider how good a fit the chosen scenario is and whether to use it
in its current form, adjust or recalibrate subject to the sophistication
of the user. Specifically, it conveys how to construct more disruptive
short-term scenarios through an augmentation of key assumptions
to explore different sensitivities to better capture a range of possible
pathways and disruptions. Further, the user is guided to assess
potential systemic interaction with other scenario components to
understand the relative importance of granular recalibrations.

3.3.1. Step 1: augment or re-calibrate key
assumptions and expand currently available
scenarios

If the initial process performed in earlier stages identifies a
mismatch between the design of the selected scenario and the use
case or inadequate assumptions, then some form of recalibration
should be considered. This can be done by deviating from
assumptions that are inconsistent with the users’ believes or are
simply not suitable for the given use case. For example, assumptions
that are believed to be central in the probability distribution might
be altered for stress testing to construct more disruptive cases that
sit further in the tail.20

We can stress the assumptions made in the pathways using
a range of methodologies of varying sophistication. For instance,
one may question key assumptions around the mitigation potential
of different geographical regions to adjust the conservativeness
of assumptions in the AFOLU sector. The AFOLU sector is
responsible for around 20% of global greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions. Mitigation options for the sector therefore play a
significant role in most transition pathways. The assessment
provided by Roe et al. (2021) provides a valuable summary
that combines many strands of published research to provide a
breakdown of mitigation potential by sub-sector and geography
(see Figure 6). Additionally, it provides a country-level assessment
of the feasibility of AFOLU emission mitigants. The primary
message in Roe et al. (2021) is that the mitigation potential from the
AFOLU sector significantly exceeds that assumed by IAMs such as
GCAMwith the global cost-effective mitigation potential estimated
at 13.8 +/– 3.1 GtCO2eq yr−1 (available up to a carbon price of

$100 tCO2eq
−1).

An analysis can be performed by augmenting the models
assuming that AFOLU emissions follow the historic trend or
remain constant over the coming decades (the recalibration can

be performed at the global or regional level). Based on the GCAM
5.3 projections in NGFS, assuming global AFOLU emissions
remain constant would result in around 100Gt CO2 eq. of
additional emissions between 2020 and 2050 in comparison to

20 Note, UNEP FI has created some short-term disruptive scenarios by

adjusting assumptions in the NIGEM model to provide high-level trajectories

of macroeconomic variables across three scenarios, including a trade war

and sudden policy scenario.
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FIGURE 5

Current volatile price developments across key technologies and projected prices based on transition scenario by NGFS (2022). 1For realised prices,

quarterly average price; for market futures, latest futures prices. 2For realised prices, Brent futures. 3For realised prices, CME natural gas physical

futures. 4For realised prices, Rotterdam coal futures. 5The modelled costs show the sum of primary energy price and carbon tax projections based on

average emission intensities. These are also indexed to 2020 model period, though this represents an average price level over the modelled 5-year

period. Indexing the green curves to the same average value would shift the green curves down a bit.

FIGURE 6

Country feasibility and cost-e�ective mitigation potential as a share of total emissions. (A) Boxplot of feasibility scores by region (B) Feasibility score

(0-100) by total cost-e�ective mitigation potential as percent of total country emissions. Circles show relative size of total cost-e�ective potential in

GtCO2eq yr–1 (Roe et al., 2021).

the net zero scenario pathways. To maintain the target emissions
pathway this would then require, for example, a combination of
suppressed energy demand and a more rapid decarbonization of
the energy system. More sophisticated methods could consider
greater granularity in terms of sub-sector and geography in a

way that provides a better understanding of the likelihood of the
various policy decisions and associated behavioral reactions. For
the foreseeable future, most of the assumption deviation will need
to be performed in a qualitative fashion to inform the construction
of climate-related shock scenarios for financial analysis.
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3.3.2. Step 2: derive the direct impacts of the
assumption deviation at the most granular level

Depending on a user’s capability, the direct economic impact
and sensitivities around the assumption deviation would then
need to be derived with consideration for how this affects the
overall scenario narrative and its implications for financial risk.
The introduction of different degrees of, for instance, technological
innovation assumptions could be tested in the user’s climate
scenario analysis, and the impacts on different financial risk metrics
could then be assessed. For instance, the speed of technological
innovation is an important driver around the deployment of
renewable energy and the scale of disruption across the energy
system. Some studies highlight how a faster drop in the cost of
renewable energy might lead to a faster uptake of renewables in the
near future (Way et al., 2021). Importantly, some energy economy
models still do not properly account for these issues and have failed
to realistically forecast the speed of renewable energy technology
advance (Farmer et al., 2015). Figure 7 below shows the valuation
changes for a set of energy firms in a climate stress test across
different scenarios with varying narratives, performed by Gasparini
et al. (2022) based on the TRISK model by Baer et al. (2022).

The financial risk that stems from an energy firm is therefore
widely different, depending on whether technological progress and
assumptions on the change in energy mix throughout the transition
are taken from the NGFS, the IEA or energy-related scenarios by
Way et al. (2021). Sensitivity testing such assumption deviations
to which FIs are most exposed to, can enhance the robustness
of results and test a variety of different future pathways, with
varying levels of conservativeness around technological innovation
and different beliefs around market behavior. In other words,
the user can apply similar methods to test upper and lower
bounds of financial risk present in her own balance sheet, when
different assumptions on the speed of the decarbonization in
the energy system are applied. In the light of high uncertainty
on how the transition will unfold, this provides a range of the
vulnerability that the user is faced with. Additionally, the user
can rely on expert judgement to pin down which part of the
risk range has the highest likelihood and which one lies more
in the tail. Similar approaches could be undertaken to assess
the impact of the augmentation of other scenario components
with varying levels of conservativeness of key assumptions (e.g.,
introduction of labor bottlenecks, time lags between policy and

different assumptions around AFOLU mitigation potential). This
can help to place where relevant scenario components sit in the
probability distribution of the assumed impact and in terms of
credibility of materialization.

3.3.3. Step 3: reiterate and assess potential
systemic interaction with other scenario
components and the high-level scenario

It is important to better understand the adverse effects of
the augmentation of assumptions on the systemic level and how
it affects the overall scenario narrative. This can be looked at
through the lens of out-of-equilibrium dynamics where the system
cannot immediately recover from a shock, and return to pre-shock
conditions (Farmer et al., 2015; Mercure et al., 2016) or spill-over

effects to other scenario components. We propose to assess such
systemic feedback across two dimensions:

• Consider the impacts of adjustments across scenario

components on the economic level. For instance, an implausible
representation of the transition in the energy sector without
accounting for a policy time lag or technological innovation
constraints may have knock-on effects on other scenario
components such as the scale and speed of the transition
required by the industrial and mobility sector to offset this.
Further, such deviations in assumptions in the set of analyzed
scenario components may have common feedback effects
that could amplify each other and question the feasibility
of the overall scenario itself. For instance, if in the previous
stage an adjustment of key assumptions was identified to
result in a failure of adopted policy pathways to deliver
the anticipated change (e.g., more conservative assumptions

around AFOLU mitigation potential leads to emission

overshoot), it may be explored which parts of the system are
likely to see more dramatic policy action across the system
to maintain the original target emissions pathway (e.g., the
energy system).

• Consider feedbacks between the economic and the financial-

system level. A change in the expectations around policy
timing, or the realization of constraints to decarbonise parts
of the economic system at the required speed has the potential
to influence expectations across a financial network with
amplification effects that limit the availability of finance
when the economic system is stressed. This is of particular
importance when expanding scenarios to match financial
risk models.

More generally, accounting for such systemic feedbacks can
be interpreted as checks and balances to help continuously
keep scenarios more realistic. Academics, FIs and CB&S should
engage in information exchange and keep abreast of any
developments to reveal limitations across scenario components
and the status of policy vs. assumptions. This can then
feedback into the overall scenario generation process to keep
scenarios “honest.”

3.4. Stage IV: expansion of scenario to
financial assessment

As previously outlined, most scenarios leave considerable room
for expansion to not only reflect disruptions and frictions, but
also to match the level of granularity needed by the financial
sector. The lack of granularity of scenarios most often prevents a
direct financial assessment on the counterparty level. The financial
industry will need to develop additional scenario related modeling
capabilities as currently available scenarios are unable to provide
all the information financial firms require. Note, that Koberle et al.
(2021) provides a good discussion on scenario expansion. Further,
the user should aim for a complete passing through of relevant
extremes and information when matching scenario pathways with
micro-financial layers. While we do not propose to guide the
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FIGURE 7

The figure (A, B) represent a comparison of the valuation change of a selection of power firms across scenarios following a shift from a business as

usual to a net zero scenario. For (A) values are benchmarked to the NGFS Net zero 2050 scenario on the horizontal axis. 45◦ Diagonal line represents

perfect correspondence between benchmark and other scenarios. For (B) the probability density of valuation changes is depicted across scenarios.

Source: Gasparini et al. (2022).

user on how to solve these modeling challenges (as these are

unique to risk model frameworks used by financial institutions),
we aim to provide a high-level guidance on two potential
ways forward on how such a scenario expansion process could
be undertaken.

3.4.1. Exogenous shock creation
For users that performed Stage II to assess underlying

assumptions of chosen scenarios to better reflect sensitivities
around key risk drivers, we propose that such an improved

understanding is leveraged to inform the design of exogenous
financial shocks.

This follows more of a shock-based logic to risk management
exercises. Understanding the scenario and different beliefs around
the likelihood of key assumptions allow to frame a qualitative
narrative on the severity of a financial impact. Importantly,
capabilities gained throughout stage II of the framework allows
the user to get accustomed to extreme shock events and therefore
expand the range of hypothetical scenarios further into the
tails. For instance, as we illustrated, a better understanding
what’s driving the speed of decarbonization in the energy
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FIGURE 8

Exploratory illustration of scenario taxonomy structure. Authors visualization with elements from NGFS; our world in data and the IEA.

system, such as assumptions around technological change, allows
to design scenarios that assume a sudden expectation shift
around a technological breakthrough. Similarly, shining light
on potential energy price volatilities as a response to current
crisis, could inform the potential magnitude of transition-related
energy shocks by amplifying past market volatilities. Key here
is that a closer exploration of the scenarios and the driving
assumptions allows to qualitatively design scenarios that capture
a broader range of plausible tail-outcomes. This helps also to
ground such hypothetical shock scenarios in a narrative that one
can attribute likelihoods to and shape the context of realistic
extreme scenarios based on beliefs around how such an event
could be potentially even more disruptive than historical events,

conditional on a transition narrative. Such an approach is
more closely aligned to classical stress test design and the US
market-based climate stress testing approaches (see e.g., Jung
et al., 2021) which are rooted in financial market modeling
and are less dependent on process-based IAM scenarios. This
approach however does not allow to fully integrate feedbacks
and financial market amplifications. However, using scenarios
and augmenting key assumptions to design qualitative shocks
that are integrated into classical financial frameworks are easier
and more immediately feasible. This requires less expertise and
capabilities in relation to modeling and hence can serve as an
appropriate first step toward further developing internal climate
risk management capabilities.
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3.4.2. Full scenario integration into
macro-micro-financial modeling

For users that have capabilities to run and calibrate IAMs and
macro economic modeling approaches, a more sophisticated
financial analysis can be undertaken. Here, users should
envision to create fully integrated links between the scenario
generation and the financial models. The scenario expansion
process therefore entails not only to qualitatively inform an
exogenous shock but to integrate financial frictions into the
climate scenario analysis modeling chain. This way, more
realistic and potentially disruptive scenarios for specific use
cases by the financial sector can be generated through adding
more granularity in the models endogenously. This way,
also systemic feedback effects within the wider model are
captured. Alternatively, as an initial step, the augmentation
and sensitivity testing of scenario components and associated
different outcomes can also be fed into financial models
without a full integration of approaches (such as a partial

integration of various scenarios with different assumptions into

financial risk model, undertaken by Gasparini et al., 2022).
Here, as opposed to the exogenous shock creation, the user
still benefits from a partial scenario integration into financial
analysis to test multiple pathways around key assumptions in a
quantitative fashion.

The benefit of the full scenario integration is that it could
also capture endogenous policy effects and investment behavior,
systemic feedback mechanisms and financial network effects,
as advocated by many academics, including Battiston and
Monasterolo (2021). Such an approach is highly sophisticated
and not yet used as it would require integrating the role of
financial complexity and financial interconnectedness more
broadly in relation to the economy, however, which may
be fundamental to assessing the building up of bubbles and
boom-bust cycles (Farmer et al., 2021). There is growing
literature around financial and economic network models
to analyze the far-reaching impact of climate financial risk
also on a systemic level (Stolbova et al., 2018; Battiston and
Monasterolo, 2021; Cahen-Fourot et al., 2021; Roncoroni
et al., 2021). It is increasingly important that such systemic
models are further developed by CB&S aiming to safeguard
financial stability and to inform prudential and promotional
financial policies (Baer et al., 2021a). Close collaboration
through participative regulatory exercises is required as the
behavioral aspect of how institutions react to initial shocks,
and how they shift their balance sheets is a critical driver for
systemic risk.

While the framework in principle focuses on transition risk,
similar steps could be undertaken for physical risk considering
the specifics around acute climate risk and catastrophic modeling
over the shorter time horizon. It is well-known that “top-down”
approaches are likely to be flawed when applied at a granular scale,
and that there are risks in employing such approaches (Ranger
et al., 2021; Pitman et al., 2022). Scenario expansion with bottom-
up empirical research of acute physical risk follows the same logic
as the scenario expansion process to construct more disruptive
short-term scenarios outlined in this framework.

4. Next step: a common scenario
taxonomy

Over the long-term, further investment by research institutions,
FIs and CB&S is likely to deliver a next generation of models and
scenarios that will help to resolve some of the caveats identified in
this paper. In the near-term, we propose that these parties work
together to develop a common scenario taxonomy that can help FIs
to interpret and use the scenarios that exist more fully.

Today, financial practitioners are largely dependent on existing
third-party climate scenarios and almost entirely dependent on
third party physical climate models and IAMs. The expertise in
these models, and the scenarios they produce, sit predominantly
in the academic community. This is a gap that needs to be bridged.
The development and application of a common scenario taxonomy
will provide an effective mechanism to translate academic
expertise—like that presented in this paper—into practical
information to support the development of climate scenario
analysis in the financial sector. This complements and further
supports recommendations made by CGFI research (Ranger et al.,
2023). By engaging with academic experts who contribute to the
construction of climate scenarios, a comprehensive account of
the probability associated with each individual scenario element,
key assumptions, characteristic, and features of most widely used
scenarios could be provided. This could build upon the evidence
and discussion laid out in previous sections. These assessments
will support the matching of available scenarios to financial sector
use cases, helping to inform users about residual weaknesses that
need to be addressed when interpreting results and developing
new scenarios.

4.1. What might such a taxonomy look like?

We propose that such a scenario taxonomy could follow the
typical modeling structure of the IAMs that underpin climate
scenarios (see Figure 8 for illustrative overview). On the highest
level, it should consider the geographical, sectoral and sub-
sectoral resolution of the climate-economic sub-systems—the
energy system, land-use, the climate system, and the macro
economic response. A lower level could then introduce the key
assumptions within these components covering dimensions such as
policy intervention, technological and investment representation,
and consumer behavior. At the lowest level of the taxonomy
would sit the detailed description of the granular calibration
assumptions, interlinkages within the respective subcomponent,
and importantly the external relationships and feedbacks with
other sub-components.

The structure of the taxonomy follows closely the process of our
approach to scenario adjustment, where key assumptions of sub-
models are identified. At a lower level this requires specific technical
expertise. Individual components should be built out and explained
along a common scenario taxonomy structure and subsequently be
put together in a consistent manner to allow for easy interpretation
by non-experts such as financial practitioners.
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A taxonomy would contribute toward mitigating the
implications of wrong scenario design and misuse of scenarios.
As highlighted throughout this paper, evidence suggests that
climate risk assessments may underestimate the climate-related
financial risks, potentially incentivizing firms to interpret the
relatively benign results as upper end losses due to an inadequate
focus on limitations and challenges. The adoption of a common
scenario taxonomy would further support better communication
between climate scenario modelers, climate scientists, engineers,
and financial practitioners. This may lead to financial practitioners
having a better understanding of the assumptions inherent in
each climate scenario, gaining a better appreciation of where each
scenario sits within the probability distribution of pathways and
making more effective use of scenario analysis. The taxonomy
would cover the wide range of scenario providers, the detailed
individual scenario components, assumptions and the associated
risk drivers and feedback dynamics.

5. Conclusion

Assessing and managing climate risk is an ongoing process,
with substantial learning and refinement happening continually,
which was also stressed in the Bank of England’s CBES results.
The NGFS is to-date on its third iteration of scenarios and with
each release comes substantial refinement and improvement. Yet,
climate scenario analysis brings new challenges vs. traditional
scenario analysis by financial institutions, particularly given the
limitations, uncertainties, and trade-offs inherent in the data,
models and methods for such climate financial risk assessments.
We argued that all scenarios are wrong, but this does not necessarily
mean that they cannot be useful if used and expanded upon
with full awareness of the characteristics and limitations. In this
paper, we provided practitioners with guidance on how to elucidate
such scenario deficiencies, provide evidence on where current
scenarios sit within the range of plausible future outcomes to aid
interpretation, and propose an approach to scenario construction
and expansion for key use cases.

To this end, our analysis provided practical insights into key
scenario features, model characteristics that underpin scenarios,
and wider scenario considerations that are important to equip
financial institutions with the required knowledge on how to
effectively select, use and interpret currently available scenarios
and increase their suitability for decision making. We highlight
that, among others, an insufficient understanding of the transition
model narrative, awareness around assumption variability and
IAM model simplifications, the degree to which key risk drivers
are neglected, and information loss along the climate scenario
modeling chain, may lead to a misuse of scenarios, institutions
avoiding the active use of scenario results or using relatively
benign results as justification for inaction.21 Importantly, wider

21 “Scenarios have to be contextualized as outcomes of a set of

assumptions to avoid misunderstanding or cherry-picking of information.

Furthermore, pathways should be connected to an assessment of

consequences to allow exploring trade-o�s and synergies. This requires a

basic scenario literacy of the user that the service must support.” (Auer et al.,

2021).

considerations around where scenarios sit in terms of the level
of economic stress conditional on policy action and mitigation
progress is critical to judge the accuracy of climate financial
risk outcomes. Misinterpretation could also cause inefficiencies
in relation to a firm’s capital allocation decisions throughout
the transition.

Most of the identified scenario dimensions and model
characteristics suggest an underestimation of the risk, potentially
giving rise to a false sense of security on how the transition may
unfold. These findings, while recognized by FSB and NGFS (2022),
should inform upcoming climate scenario exercises to prevent
misuse and absorb the lessons from previous exercises. We
advocate for closer research cooperation between academics and
practitioners to enhance the level of granularity that climate risk
scenarios can capture. To uncover the needs of the financial sector
to preform granular scenario analysis, a more sophisticated micro-
level integration into existing modeling infrastructure is needed,
similar to those suggested for climatic and physical risk models
(Pitman et al., 2022) and the financial industry will need to develop
additional scenario related modeling capabilities. We highlight that
depending on the level of sophistication of the user, also a more
qualitative narrative to inform the design of exogenous financial
shocks, more similar to traditional risk management, may be more
immediately feasible.

These findings informed our framework that identified how
current scenarios can be augmented to better capture the tail risk
inherent in the transition and sensitivity test multiple plausible
pathways. Our framework is an initial step toward a better
systematic understanding of scenarios and their tailoring to meet
the needs of financial practitioners in a timely manner. Finally,
we call for FIs, CB&S, and research institutions to work closely
together to develop a more comprehensive scenario taxonomy to
help navigate material financial risk under uncertainty.
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